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Validity and reliability of the one-
minute sit-to-stand test for the
measurement of cardio-respiratory
responses in children with cystic
fibrosis

To the editor

Maintaining exercise tolerance in individuals with cystic

fibrosis (CF) is essential to limit the impact of the disease

and increase survival.1 The cardio-respiratory responses to

exercise provide an indication of exercise tolerance, which

can be used to prevent unwanted effects during exercise.2

The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) is the gold standard field

test for the evaluation of exercise capacity, however this

test requires space and cannot always be performed.3 The

one-minute sit-to-stand test (STST1’) can be performed in

any setting and has recently been proposed as a reliable

alternative for the measurement of exercise capacity in

patients with CF.4,5 The measurement of the heart rate (HR)

response during the STST1’ is valid and reliable in healthy

children, but has not yet been validated in children with CF.6

The aim of this study was to assess the validity and reliability

of the measurement of cardiorespiratory responses (HR,

respiratory rate (RR) and pulsed oxygen saturation (SpO2))

during the STST1’ in children with CF.

This study is a secondary analysis of a previously

published multicentre randomised cross-over trial

(NCT03069625) and was approved by the Comit�e de Protec-

tion des Personnes Nord-Ouest III.4 Children with CF, aged

from 6 to 18 years who had been clinically stable for 4 weeks

were recruited from 3 French CF centres.

Participants performed two rounds of the STST1’ and

6MWT on the same day, with a 30 min minimum delay

between each test, in a randomised order (computerised 1:1

block randomisation).4 The HR response (initial and final HR,

and percentage DHR: ((HRf-HRi)/HRi) x100), RR response

and SpO2 response (using the same indicators) were calcu-

lated for both the STST1’ and 6MWT; data from the best per-

formance of each test were used. Concurrent validity of the

HR, RR and SpO2 responses was evaluated by correlation

analysis with the same responses during the 6MWT:

0�0.19 = very weak, 0.20�0.39 = weak, 0.40�0.59 = moder-

ate, 0.60�0.79 = strong and 0.80�1.0 = very strong. Intra-

rater reliability was evaluated using intra-class correlation

coefficients (ICC): <0.5 = poor, 0.5�0.75 = moderate,

0.75�0.90 = good, >0.90 = very good. Test-retest reliability

was evaluated by calculation of the mean bias using the

Bland-Altman method (pre-post comparisons [learning

effect verification]). Statistical analyses were performed

with Graph Pad Prism 8�, and the significance level was set

at p < 0.05.

Thirty-six children participated. Mean age was 12.0 §

3.5 years, and mean FEV1 was 95.8 § 25.0%. The complete

characteristics of the study sample have previously been

described.4 Performances during both tests were moderately

correlated (r = 0.480; p < 0.01). HR, RR and SpO2 measured

before both tests were moderately to strongly correlated

(r = 0.566�0.790). Correlations between responses during

the STST1’ and 6MWT were moderate to strong and are

detailed in the Table 1. The 6MWT elicited a higher cardio-

respiratory response (HR and RR) than the STST1’ in 26 out

of 36 (72%) of the children.

The intra-rater reliability of the STST1’ for the measure-

ment of cardio-respiratory responses during exercise was

moderate to very good (ICC>0.5). Evaluation of test-retest

reliability showed there was no learning effect (Table 2).

Mean bias was 0.6% and the limits of agreement were -36.6%

to 37.8% (lower and upper bound) for the HR response; 3.8%

(mean bias) and -70.4% to 78.0% (lower and upper bound) for

the RR response; and -0.1% (mean bias) and -2.9% to 2.8

(lower and upper bound) for the SpO2 response.

The results of this study demonstrated the concurrent

validity and reliability of cardio-respiratory responses mea-

sured during the STST1’ in children with CF, despite large

variability. Concurrent validity during exercise testing was

moderate to strong, and intra-rater reliability was moderate

to very good. Evaluation of test-retest reliability showed

there was no learning effect. The values of the correlation

coefficients suggest that the STST1’ should be used with cau-

tion as a surrogate to the 6MWT but could be relevant when

the latter cannot be performed. This is supported by the

results of Reychler et al. who found a similar level of concur-

rent validity for the HR response during the STST1’

(r = 0.522) in healthy children.6

However, in contrast with the results of Reychler et al.,6

in the present study peak HR and RR were higher during the

6MWT than the STST1’. However, peak HRs at the end of the

tests in that study were much higher than in the present

study (»140 beats min versus 126 and 116 beats min for the

6MWT and STST1’ respectively). A possible explanation for
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this difference is that healthy children have a different

intrinsic motivation or perception of exercise testing proce-

dures than children with CF.

To conclude, the measurement of cardio-respiratory

responses during the STST1’ is reliable and presents a mod-

erate concurrent validity in children and adolescents with

CF. The STST1’ could therefore be relevant when the 6MWT

cannot be performed.
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Table 2 Test-retest and intra-rater reliability of cardio-respiratory responses measured during the STST1’ in children with CF.

Test-Retest reliability Intra-Rater Reliability

Outcome STST1’1 STST1’2 Mean difference (95% CI) p-value ICC 95%CI p-value

HRi, bpm 96.3 § 18.7 97.0 § 17.3 -0.7 (-4.9 to 3.5) 0.740 0.865 0.735-0.931 <0.001

HRf, bpm 115.1 § 20.6 115.4 § 18.9 -0.4 (-5.0 to 4.3) 0.875 0.863 0.731-0.930 <0.001

DHR, % 21.5 § 22.1 21.0 § 21.7 0.6 (-5.9 to 7.0) 0.856 0.708 0.426-0.851 <0.001

RRi, cpm 20.1 § 3.3 20.7 § 4.9 -0.6 (-2.3 to 1.1) 0.462 0.448 0.080-0.719 0.042

RRf, cpm 25.6 § 4.8 26.5 § 5.3 -0.9 (-2.7 to 0.8) 0.283 0.644 0.301-0.818 0.002

DRR, % 30.2 § 31.7 34.0 § 38.0 -3.8 (-16.6 to 9.0) 0.550 0.574 0.164-0.783 0.007

SpO2i, % 96.6 § 2.0 96.9 § 2.0 -0.2 (-0.5 to 0.1) 0.160 0.944 0.891-0.972 <0.001

SpO2f, % 96.4 § 1.9 96.7 § 1.9 -0.3 (-0.7 to 0.2) 0.216 0.865 0.736-0.931 <0.001

DSpO2 -0.2 § 1.5 -0.1 § 1.4 -0.1 (-0.6 to 0.4) 0.822 0.649 0.311-0.821 0.001

Data are shown as mean § SD. Bpm: beats per minute; CI: confidence interval; Cpm: cycles per minute; HRi: initial heart rate; HRf: final

heart rate; DHR: delta heart rate; RRi: initial respiratory rate; RRf: final respiratory rate; DRR: delta respiratory rate; SpO2i: initial pulsed

oxygen saturation; SpO2f: final pulsed oxygen saturation; DSpO2: delta pulsed oxygen saturation; STST1’: sit-to-stand test

Table 1 Concurrent validity of cardio-respiratory responses measured during the STST1’ and 6MWT in children with CF.

Outcome Best STST1’ Best 6MWT Mean difference (95% CI) p-value Correlation coefficient p-value

HRi, bpm 95.8 § 14.4 96.4 § 17.8 -0.7 (-4.4 to 3.0) 0.706 0.790 <0.001
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RRi, cpm 20.6 § 4.9 20.1 § 4.5 0.4 (-1.0 to 1.9) 0.546 0.566 <0.001

RRf, cpm 26.6 § 5.1 30.3 § 9.7 -3.7 (-6.7 to -0.7) 0.018 0.410 0.013

DRRi � f, % 35.4 § 37.6 54.4 § 45.3 -18.1 (-31.8 to -6.4) 0.004 0.603 <0.001

SpO2i, % 96.8 § 2.0 97.1 § 2.0 -0.2 (-0.6 to 0.1) 0.199 0.752 <0.001

SpO2f, % 96.6 § 1.9 96.4 § 2.8 0.3 (-0.4 to 0.9) 0.402 0.681 <0.001

DSpO2 -0.2 § 1.4 -0.7 § 2.4 0.5 (-0.2 to 1.2) 0.147 0.462 0.005

Data are shown as mean § SD. Bpm: beats per minute; CI: confidence interval; Cpm: cycles per minute; HRi: initial heart rate; HRf: final

heart rate; DHRi-f: delta heart rate; RRi: initial respiratory rate; RRf: final respiratory rate; DRRi-f: delta respiratory rate; SpO2i: initial

pulsed oxygen saturation; SpO2f: final pulsed oxygen saturation; DSpO2: delta pulsed oxygen saturation; STST1’: sit-to-stand test; 6MWT:

6-minute walking test
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